Simulating an airfoil in a water flow in Altair SimLab
Tutorial 3
Introduction
In this tutorial, we will simulate a NACA 4314 Airfoil in a steady 10m/s flow of water. NACA airfoils were
studied in the 1920’s and 1930’s by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA, the
predecessor to NASA), and they have been used in a wide variety of applications. The domain and
boundary conditions we will be using are shown in the diagram below:

Obtain a set of coordinate points that describe the airfoil’s shape:

1. Go to AirfoilTools.com 4-digit NACA airfoil generator.
http://airfoiltools.com/airfoil/naca4digit?MNaca4DigitForm%5Bcamber%5D=4&MNaca4DigitFo
rm%5Bposition%5D=30&MNaca4DigitForm%5Bthick%5D=14&MNaca4DigitForm%5BnumPoints
%5D=60&MNaca4DigitForm%5BcosSpace%5D=0&MNaca4DigitForm%5BcosSpace%5D=1&MNac
a4DigitForm%5BcloseTe%5D=0&MNaca4DigitForm%5BcloseTe%5D=1
2. Make sure the input values are set as follows:

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Max Camber (%) = 4
Max camber position (%) = 30
Thickness (%) = 14
Number of points = 60
Cosine Spacing = true
Close trailing edge = true

3. Click the “plot” button.
4. Copy all the coordinate points data from the text on the right.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Open a file explorer and browse to wherever you would like to save files for this project.
Right-click on a blank space in the folder -> New -> text document
Open the text document and paste the airfoil coordinate data that you copied.
Save the file and rename it “NACA_4314_raw_coordinates”.
Open Microsoft Excel.
Under the “Data” tab, in Excel, click the “From Text” button.
Browse to the text data file and select it.

h. From the menu that appears, toggle “Delimited” (Not “Fixed Width”).

i.

Click Next.

j.

In the list of delimiters, make sure “Tab” and “Space” are checked, as well as “Treat
Consecutive Delimiters as One”.

k. Click Finish.

l.

Click OK.

m. Now, edit the spreadsheet in a way that the X coordinates are in the first column and the Y
coordinates are in the second column. Fill the third column with zeroes for the Z coordinates
and remove all the headings. The spreadsheet should look like the following:

n. We import these as individual points onto SimLab. Also, the software considers these to be
in millimeters. So, we need to multiply these by 1000 to get them according to
requirements. To do this, we use Excel formulae. In column D, put in the formula below and
press enter.

Then, click on the cell and drag the column downwards when the cursor converts into a plus
symbol. This will paste the formula into all the cells below.

Repeat the steps for the Y coordinates.

o. Finally, copy the revised X coordinates column and paste it onto a new sheet within the
document. While pasting, use the Paste values option as shown. Re[eat the process for the
revised Y coordinates and Z coordinates.

Note that there should not be any headers reading ‘X coordinate’ or ‘Y coordinate’ in the
sheet. Save the updated sheet and delete the previous. The final sheet should look like this:

Now, save this file as CSV UTF-8 (Comma delimited).

p. We also create the outline of the fluid domain in Excel itself. It makes further processing
easier in SimLab. So, the corner points and the semicircular region constitute of the points
as shown:

You can add more points on the curve for a more accurate domain shape.

Simulation in SimLab
1. Launch Altair SimLab. In the Solutions ribbon, select Flow. Here, the solution type is Steady
State, and the Flow is Laminar. We do not consider heat transfer aspect in this problem. So, we
uncheck the Heat transfer box. Click OK.
Also, enable the units at the bottom right corner of SimLab GUI. You can permanently change
the settings for this through File  Preferences  Application  Enable units for new database
 OK.

2. Import Files: Now, to import all the points corresponding to the airfoil and fluid domain into
SimLab, go to File  Import  Discrete Models. Set the file format as Point Cloud and select
the .csv file we created earlier.

The imported points look like the following as discrete entities:

Change the orientation of the model using the View button at the bottom left of the SimLab
GUI.

The points that make up the airfoil outline look like the following:

3. Create Faces: Now that we have individual points that make up the outlines of airfoil and fluid
domain.
Go to Geometry ribbon and click on Create Face in the Face section. Click on Polygon. In the
dialog box that appears, click Start and select the first point on the outline of airfoil. This could
be any point. Then click on a point adjacent to the one selected earlier. We observe that a
yellow line connects these points forming a small part of the airfoil outline. Continue clicking
consecutive points along this outline up until the second last point.

You can click on a point again to unselect it or remove it from the chain in case you select an
incorrect one.

On clicking on the second last point, click End. This will join the First point you selected and the
last automatically. Select an appropriate mesh size, here for example we choose 25mm.Click OK.

The completed airfoil face looks like the following:

4. Now, we move on to creating the fluid domain. Go to Geometry ribbon and click on Create
Face. Select the Polygon option. Repeat the process that we performed for creating the airfoil.

5. Breaking Faces: Now, we need to remove the airfoil portion from the domain created. To do this
we use the break faces option as shown. Go to Geometry  Modify  Break. Now select the
two faces that we just created. Click OK.
If you encounter an error stating that the faces should be from the same model, go to Geometry
tab, click on the drop-down arrow beside Model and click on Merge Models.
Note: You can make your selections easier by hiding unwanted objects. We can do this by
clicking on the small icons beside each body’s name in the Model Browser. The name of the
body becomes faded as we click its icon i.e., it disappears from the model viewer.
Also, breaking faces may cause a slight distortion in some cases but does not have any
significant effect on the results.

6. Creating Airfoil Body: We see that a face in the shape of the airfoil is created. To extrude this, go
to Geometry ribbon and click on Create Body in Body section. Select Extrude. Select the face of
airfoil and set the distance as 200mm. Change the number of layers according to requirement
and click OK.
Remember that the problem we are dealing with is in 2D. So, the thickness should be small
enough that it can be approximated as 2D.

7. Create group: To create a group of faces, first select the Face selection filter and select all the
faces. You can do this by holding your mouse button and covering the entire region of the airfoil.
Now right click and select the DeSelect option as shown. And click on the two flat faces of the
airfoil. Now all the faces along the width of airfoil are selected.

Now, right click and select Create Group. Enter an appropriate group name and click OK. You
can see all your created groups in the Groups tab of the Model Browser. You can create these
groups to keep track in cases of huge number of models and sub-models. It also makes
selections faster and easier eliminating the need to select objects of same purpose again and
again.

8. Create Fluid Domain: To extrude this, go to Geometry  Create Body  Extrude. Select the
face just created and set Distance as 200mm. Click OK.

9. Activate the Body selection filter and select the newly generated body. Right click  Material
 Water.

10. Now, we add the created bodies into the Flow solution. However, we can add multiple bodies to
a solution only if they are from the same Model. To transfer all the bodies into one, go to
Geometry and click on the dropdown arrow in the Model section. Click on Merge models. All
the individual models will be merged into one.

Now, go to the Solutions tab of the Model Browser and double click on Flow. Add all the submodels and bodies, Click OK.

11. Create a fluid domain by clicking on Geometry  Create Body  Fluid Domain. In the wetted
surfaces select all the faces by holding and swiping the cursor over the body. Click OK.

12. Inlet Condition: Select all the faces along the width of the fluid domain except the vertical
portion. Go to Analysis  Inlet. The faces you selected appear in the Select Faces field. Select
the Velocity type as Cartesian and put in 1000mm/s as the X velocity. Click OK.

13. Outlet Condition: Select the vertical portion of the fluid domain along the width. Now, go to the
Analysis ribbon and select Outlet from the boundary conditions section. Click OK.

14. Wall condition: To apply the wall condition at the border of the airfoil, go to Analysis ribbon and
select Wall. In the select faces field, go to Groups tab of Model Browser and select the Wall
condition group. Click OK.

15. Initial Condition: We need to apply the initial value of velocity at the inlet. Go to Initial condition
in the Analysis ribbon and check the Velocity box. In uniform section, enter the X value to be
10000 mm/s. Select the inlet faces as before and click OK.

16. Before running the simulation, save the model and modify the Working Directory according to
requirement.
Go to Solutions tab of Model Browser and right click on Results. Select Update. The results will
be displayed as shown. Click Yes for any AutoWall conditions and default material condition.

You can toggle between resultant velocities and Pressures using the drop-down arrow next to

velocity and Resultant. Also, to view a specific cross section of the domain, enable the cutting
plane using the button at the bottom of the SimLab GUI. The orientation and the position of this
cutting plane can be changed using the arrows provided. Also, right-click and select Show
Min/Max will enable the viewing of maximum of minimum of the quantities under study in the
domain.

